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the group setting. The facilitators responded: 52CONFIDENTIALITY AS A GROUP NORM AND ITS CONCOMITANT EFFECT ON
SELF-DISCLOSURES BY PARTICIPANTS IN PERSONAL GROWTH GROUPS
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background and Review of the Literature
Groupshave existed in one form or another throughouthistory.
Daily,mostpeople belong to or interact in a myriad of groups such
as family, social, work, and religious affiliations.
Itisthis researcher's professional backgroundandinformed
opinion that group training also has existed for years, but it wasn't
until the early part of this century that researchers began to quant-
ify, qualify, examine, and attempt to maximize the potential of group
work.Demands for improved performance efficiency in the work force,
particularly in training,were the genesis of grouptraining. The
goal was to improve performance of duties, focusing on management, by
increasing the quality of the human aspects of the organization.
In1946,acommunity leadershiptrainingprograminvolving
Kenneth Benne,Ronald Lippitt, Leland Bradford and Kurt Lewin led to
theestablishmentof the National Training Laboratory(NTL)group
trainingmodel in 1947 in Bethel,Maine.Their focus was onBasic
Skills Training (BST) groups. Since that start, many groups emerged
fromthese initial BST groups;some of the most common andcurrent2
are"T",encounter and process-centered traininggroups(Shapiro,
1978).
During the late 1940s',the concept of group psychotherapy also
emerged,both for economic reasons and due to a paucity of psychiat-
rists (Wender,1946).It also was posited that group therapy repre-
senteda current social demand as suggested in Reisman's 1950book,
The Lonely Crowd.
Itisthis researcher's opinion that group therapyandgroup
encounterhavesome similarities and frequently thesametraining
methodshave been used successfully in both types ofgroups. Some
typical commonalities are emphasis on feelings,dealing in the here-
and-now and focusing on the positive potential of the group member.
Thetwomain differences between therapy and encountergroups
are the populations and the goals of the groups.
Members of therapy groups are usually people with someemotion-
al, attitudinal, or social dysfunction that prevents them from living
a"normally" functioning life. Encounter group members are usually
people who are functioning well but want to become more effectivein
their interpersonal relationships.
Thegoals of a therapy group are interpersonal and interpsychic
adequacyandthis general theme appears in allthesegroups.The
encountergroup'spurpose is for the participantstobetterknow
themselves so as to become more fully functioning members of society.
Thisself-insight or self-learning is a movement by mentally healthy
people in the direction of self-actualization.(Maslow,1968).Al-
thoughthe original Tavistock-type groups apparently have littlein3
common with current process or Human Relations groups, the purpose of
beingin the group remains the same;that of being able toexpress
one's self in a non-threatening atmosphere thereby facilitatingper-
sonal growth.
Areviewof the personal growth group literature revealsthat
self-disclosure is a central and consistent theme designed to facili-
tate this goal of self-actualization.
Self-Disclosure
Theliterature about self-disclosure indicated that in personal
growth groups,being able to self-disclose frequently and at a depth
one would not generally do outside of the group setting is considered
by most group leaders as a prerequisite to personal growth.
Self-Disclosure Definition
The following captures the essence of how most of the recognized
leaders in group training define self-disclosure. Goodstein(1976)
stated:
Revealingto other people some personal informationthat
theywould be unlikely to acquire unless the personhim-
self(sic)discloses it. This informationisusually
regardedas personally private or intimate so that itis
notsomething that an individual would disclose to every-
one who might inquire about it.(p. 143).
Jourard,(1971)exploresthe hypothesis thatpeoplecannotknow
themselvesexceptasaresultofself-disclosure. Byself-
disclosing,people learn how to contact their realselves,thereby
beingbetter able to direct their individualdestinies. Jourard's
theoryalsocontainsthe assumption that considerablegrowth in4
understandingbothone'sselfandothersfrequentlyoccursin
encounter or personal growth groups;however, the main condition for
self-disclosingisthe guarantee that whatever is disclosed tothe
other group members is done after assurances of secrecy or privacy.
Jourard (1968) described the full meaning of self-disclo-
sure and how it may release individual potential in these words:
But authentic disclosure is rare. More common issembl-
ance,role-playing, impersonation of the other one wishes
to"seem" to the other.Hence,the other personseldom
truly encounters a person-in-process.... My willingness to
disclosemyself to you,to drop my mask,is a factor in
yourtrusting me and daring then to disclose yourselfto
me.This disclosure of yourself to me aids the process of
your disengagement from your previous way ofbeing. And
asI disclose myself to you--it evokes new challenges and
invitationsthat may stir you and enlivenyourimagina-
tion.(p. 10).
Sincethisobservation in 1968,the literature suggeststhat
increasingemphasis has been placed in groups on self-disclosingby
usingnormative patterns such as discussinghere-and-nowfeelings,
usingfeedback(defined as the process ofexchangingreflections,
observations,opinions,impressions and evaluations regarding atti-
tudes,and opinions of ourselves and others in the groups) and other
confrontive behavior.
Theoretical Basis of Self-Disclosure
Thereis consensus in the literature that self-disclosure isa
criticalelement in personal growth groups. Yalom(1970)asserts
thatonereason for self-disclosing by the leader of a group isto
provide a model for the group members to emulate.Egan (1973) claims
thatpeoplewho are unable to love cannotrevealthemselvesand,5
contra,thosewho cannot reveal themselves are incapable of loving.
Inan earlier writing,Egan (1970) listed engaging inself-disclo-
suresas one of seven levels of functioning that group membersmove
towardsduring a group experience.He examinesself-disclosureas
having to deal with the pathogenic aspects of secrecy on one hand and
onthe other hand the societal and personal forces that are directed
againstdisclosing oneself to another person. Shame and guiltare
frequentlycomponentsof the emotions associatedindealingwith
one's secret life thereby preventingself-disclosure.Both Egan and
Jourard believe that this inability to self-disclose can be stressful
and lead to sickness.
A persuasive reason for providing an atmosphere for self-disclo-
sures to occur is given by Rogers (1970).He expressed a concern for
thefuture of the group movement because theproliferationoffad
groupsandthelargenumber of unscrupulousorunskilledgroup
trainers might make the average person not want to participate in any
group.He theorized that an essential element of group training, the
sharing of self, or self-disclosing, would continue in some manner as
this is one of the essential elements of interpersonal skills thata
societyneedstobring about changeandeffectiveinterpersonal
communication.
Self-Disclosure Model
Inan attempt to graphically illustrate self-disclosures,Luft
andIngham(1970) developed a model called theJohari Window(see
AppendixA).Thisprovides an abstract viewofself-disclosures,6
illustratingon a quadrant-type model the effect ofself-disclosing
to others and receiving self-disclosures from others.The premise is
that this knowledge of self will broaden one's arena thusbroadening
one's self-knowledge.
Timing of Self-Disclosures
Pfeiffer and Jones (1973) write that it is important for members
ofpersonalgrowth groups to test their willingness to be knownby
and to know other people,to let their feelings be expressed andto
see how others react to them, and to try new ways of behaving towards
others.To accomplish this, they write that it is critical, early in
the life of the group,to legitimize risk-taking and reinforce self-
disclosing as a norm in group settings.
CooperandHarrison (1976) echo this hypothesis bytheorizing
that group members must be able to be themselves and be able to self-
disclose in a supportive atmosphere.They state:"An atmosphereof
trustandnondefensivenessis necessary for people torisktheir
ideas and feelings, behave openly and accept feedback" (p. 165).
Despitethe prominent theory that self-disclosing is one of the
most important factors in personal growth groups and that mostgroup
leadersrecognize the importance of self-disclosure,groupmembers
arerarely given any guidelines or rules telling them that theyare
expected to self-disclose as a part of their membership in the group.
(Ribner, 1974).
Somegroupsattempt to set goals at the start anduseEgan's
(1973) model of contracting as a method of establishing self-disclos-7
ing as a group norm.Contracting has the value of removing ambiguity
fromlowstructuregroups.This would addressCarkhuff's(1969)
concern about sensitivity training and its lack of systematicmetho-
dology topursuewhatever goals the group mighthave. Partof
Carkhuff'scriticism is directed at the paucity oftrainerskills,
sinceskills deficit is a significant component of poor group train-
ing,resultingin a less-than-enriching experience by thepartici-
pants.
Self-Disclosure Problem Areas
Lieberman, Yalom and Miles (1973) in their review of the litera-
ture,found that self-disclosures,while frequently cited as essen-
tial elements of encounter, were easily prescribed but more difficult
to accomplish.Results of their survey indicated that the benefit of
the self-disclosure is not the disclosure itself but the interperson-
al context in which it was rendered. Of interest in their survey is
thatseventy-fivepercent of the participantsindicatedthatthe
disclosuresof others were more significant to them than weretheir
own self-disclosures. Their findings include supporting data that the
time in the life of the group during which the self-disclosures occur
is an important variable.
Trust and Risk
Thisresearcher,afterfifteen years of grouptraining,has
formed the opinion that closely associated with theconcept of self-8
disclosure are trust and risk.Self-disclosing is risky andunless
the person doing the self-disclosing can trust the recipient(s),the
disclosurewilloccur only if the payoff is greater than therisk.
The risks to the participants are myriad and could include a lossof
esteemintheeyes of the other members,a chance thatwhatwas
revealed will be repeated or that the disclosure will be ignored and,
asa result,the member might be hesitant to self-discloseinthe
future.
Risktakingis important enough to group cohesion thatStokes
(1983)suggeststhat group leaders should reward memberswhomake
risky self-disclosures.The riskiness of a self-disclosure increases
as the disclosure becomes more immediate and intimate. (Hill,1973;
Yalom, 1970).
Stages of Group Development
Self-disclosing is frequently associated with the various stages
ofgroupdevelopment.Caple (1978) suggeststhatmembers'self-
disclosuresin the integration stage of his five-stage model facili-
tategroup cohesion.Weber (1982) theorizes that during "StageII:
Adolescence",ofgroup development,the groupmembers'self-dis-
closuresare an important element in creating acceptable climate and
processesfordecision making and enable the group tomoveonto
"Stage III:Adulthood".
Similarpatternscan be seen in the growthmodelsofSchutz
(1971), Bion (1961), Trotzer (1979), and Tuckman (1965).9
Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations for group leaders have become less adumb-
rated and in many of the disciplines that embrace groups as an appro-
priatelearningvehicle,clearly stated,(American Personneland
Guidance Association (APGA), 1980, American Psychological Association
(APA),1973,andtheAssociation for SpecialistsinGroupWork
(ASGW), 1980).
TheCodeofEthics for a National CertifiedCounselor(NCC,
1982), states:
Thecounselingrelationshipandinformationresulting
therefrom must be kept confidential,consistent withthe
obligationsof the certified counselor as aprofessional
person. Inagroup counseling setting,thecertified
counselor must set a norm of confidentiality regarding all
group participants' disclosures.
Itisthisresearcher's opinion that aconsequenceofsome
currentpoliticalethical issues such as the alleged NASAcover-up
andan increasing demand by the American public to have moreaccess
intothecovertoperations ofthegovernment. Thisdemandis
counteredbyprivatedemandsfor moreconfidentialityandless
scrutiny by the government into personal affairs.This has hadthe
effectofemphasizing ethical concerns about self-disclosures. In
1982,TheJournalfor Specialists in Group Work had suchagreat
concernthatthey published a special issueonethics.(Kottler,
1982).
Ethical Standards
Theliterature revealed that currently,noenforceablelegal10
standardsareextant in any state regarding thequalificationsof
group practitioners.Some group facilitators are highly qualified by
dint of experience and intelligence but lack educational credentials,
othergroup leaders have impeccable educational credentials but lack
theethicaldecision making skills critical to aprofessionaland
effectivegroup leader. A primary concern is the lackofethical
standardizationforall group leaders. While many groupleaders,
because of their career affiliation subscribe to the abovementioned
NCC,APA,ASGW or APGA ethical standards,others subscribe to none
and if standards are observed, they are at best haphazardly observed.
Anotherproblem area is that the courts do not recognize anyprivi-
legedinformation immunity such as that enjoyed by doctors,lawyers
andthe clergy;therefore,ethical standards,whilescrupulously
observed,can be breached by a subpoena.Specifically, Hare-Mustin,
Marecek, Kaplan and Liss-Levinson (1979) point out that:
Confidentialityingroup therapy maynotbeprotected
under the laws of privileged communication,although many
therapists and clients assume that it is.(pp. 5-6).
Ethical Training
Paradise and Siegelwaks (1982) discuss some concerns about ethi-
cal training for group leaders and specifically address confidential-
ityasa major concern in group work. They joinreputablegroup
leadersinnoting that ethical development for group workersisa
neglectedarea in counseling and therapy and suggestbothtraining
andindividual efforts to make practitioners more aware of theneed
for ethical standards.11
Group Member Ethics
Thepreponderanceofthe literature indicates thatthereis
little debate about the ethical responsibilities of the groupleader
as far as observing confidentiality is concerned;however, there has
beenlittlefocuson group memberethics,especiallyconcerning
confidentiality.For example,Corey,Corey,Callanan andRussell
(1982)in their discussion of ethical techniques note that theydid
not address issues pertaining to confidentiality among group members,
a crucial issue in group practice.
Historical Overview of Confidentiality
Confidentiality is possibly the greatest single ethical issue in
counseling and working with groups. In the 16th century, physicians
beganto regard confidentiality as an ethical issue when theyreal-
izedthatpatients with contagious social diseases wouldnotseek
medical assistance because of their very real fear that their illness
wouldbediscussed and lead toostracism.Currently,legislative
attempts to mandate confidentiality under the legal term, "privileged
communication", are meeting with varied success (Shapiro, 1978).
Legal Issues Surrounding Confidentiality
TheDistrict of Columbia Mental Health Information Act of1978
mandatesthat all mental health professionals provide written state-
mentstogroupmembersclearly statingtheprohibitionagainst
disclosing confidential information and indicating that disclosure of12
thisinformationviolates both civilandcriminallaws.Kearney
(1984)contendsthatsuchlegislation should beadoptedbyall
states.Theethicsof confidentiality in groups assumesthatthe
groupmembershave a right to expect that what theydisclosewill
remain private or be kept secret. Some professions such as the legal,
medical and clerical have legally mandated privilegedcommunication;
others,suchas Nationally CertifiedCounselors,espouseethical
considerationsabout confidentiality between the leaders and members
of their groups.
Confidentiality Definition
The following definition appears to capture the essence ofwhat
groupleadersmeanwhen they refer to confidentialityingroups.
(Bok, 1983).
Confidentiality refers to the boundaries surrounding shared
secrets and to the process of guarding these boundaries.
(p. 119).
Enforcement-of Confidentiality in Groups
In1985,Corey posits,"Confidentiality is a centralethical
issue in group counseling" (p.24).Leaders not only have their own
professionalethicalstandards of confidentiality,theyhavethe
addedresponsibilityofimpressing upon groupmembersthatwhat
happens in the group setting must remain confidential. Kottler (1982)
observedthatconfidentialitycannot be enforced absolutelyina
group.Thisseemsto be a fairly accurate statement ofthetruth
aboutconfidentialityamonggroupmembers;however,authorsof13
articles about group theory and practice frequently mention confiden-
tialityas something that has to happen to have aneffectivegroup
but that it is unusual for this to be discussed at any length.
The consensus among group practitioners appears to be that since
confidentialitycannot absolutely be guaranteed either by thegroup
leaderor among group members,it is important for theresponsible
group leader to discuss this with the group.
Establishing Confidentiality
Confidentialityis frequently endorsed as a a norm or ethic for
both the group leader and members,but rarely is any mention made of
howthisconfidentialityamongmembers istobeintroducedor
enforced.
Duncan(1976) postulates that the helping professionalisre-
sponsibleforassuringthat the confidentiality ofthegroupis
maintainedbut doesn't say how this is to be accomplished. Another
studypositsthatone of the primary roles of thetraineristo
encourageexpressionof self-disclosures in groups wherenormsof
supportand confidentiality have been established. Thisstudyby
AshkenasandTandon(1979) does not elucidate how theleadercan
establish this desirable norm. "Confidentiality was established" is a
statement in the study by Passons and Garrett (1974) but they did not
indicate how this was done.
Asapart of a study of ethics and groupwork,Brown(1982)
approached another dimension of confidentiality:That of the privacy
andconfidentialitytobe upheld byresearchersofgroups.His14
concern was to raise the awareness of group practitioners in the area
ofethicalconcerns surrounding the confidentiality ofthegroups
being observed.
Confidentiality as a Norm
Opinionsaboutthenorms ofconfidentialityingroupsare
diverse. Bach(1954) encourages members of groups to interact out-
sideof the group setting while Lazarus (1975) establishesagroup
operatingprinciplethat anything that is mentioned outside ofthe
groupsetting must be brought back and discussed at thenextgroup
meeting.Moregroup leaders who espouse confidentiality as agroup
norm agree that individual group members may discuss what happened to
them personally but may not identify any group members or do anything
thatwould break their confidentiality boundaries. Davis and Meara
(1982)believe that an ideal goal for group confidentiality isthat
groupmembers do not share any information from the group withnon-
group members;however,this ideal is seldom accomplished.Shapiro
(1978)found that confidentiality is regularly maintainedbygroup
members,andbuilding on this premise,quotes Corsini (1957)who,
having worked with groups for over ten years,reports that "Only one
caseofrevealing information came out--and it was reported bythe
guilty one himself!" (p.143).Despite his experience, Shapiro does
notbelievethat confidentiality can be maintainedabsolutelyand
claimsthatforcinga "compact of silence"isprobablyfoolish.
Rather, he suggests that some sort of group norm around this issue be
established early in the life of the group.Potential groupmembers15
needto be alerted to the possibility that what they disclose in the
group may not remain confidential, particularly if confidentiality is
not specifically discussed in the group.
Research in small groups such as dyads and triads indicates that
moreintimate information was shared between members ofdyads,but
thisincreasedself-disclosure depended in part on theanticipated
confidentiality of the exchange (Taylor, De-Soto & lieb, 1979).
WalshandStillman's (1975) studyinvolvedtwoexperimental
designswhere the experimental group subjects were pledged to confi-
dentiality, either by a written or verbal contract.After the treat-
ment,atelephonecontact followed a risk-taking experimentora
face-to-face interview was done immediately after ahelping-behavior
experiment.Therisk-taking control group disclosed more frequently
than did the experimental group,but no difference was found between
theexperimentaland control groups in the frequencyofdisclosed
information inthe helping-behavior study.Whiletheirfindings
aren'tconclusive,theysuggest that fewer subjects tendtotalk
abouttheir experiences in a research situation when aface-to-face
contactwasmadeimmediately following theexperimenttoinsure
confidentiality.
Efficacy of Confidentiality
As a general rule, group leaders believe that confidentiality is
essential for developing trust among group members.Gazda (1978) and
Meyerand Smith (1977) report that evidence supports thehypothesis
thatconfidentiality is crucial to the effectiveness of groupther-
apy.16
Keltner (1984) found nothing in the literature or in his experi-
ence to indicate that deep levels of self-disclosures are a desirable
processin groups if they occur casually or without prior considera-
tion of the consequences.Although not alwaysmentioning confident-
ialityspecifically as a norm to be established,many authorsdeal
with trust and risk-taking or indicate that something must happenin
the group before a member trusts the group enough to self-disclose.
Slovenko(1977) in interviews with several group therapists and
theinterview of one group,indicated that the concern withconfi-
dentialitybythe therapists was not shared by thegroupmembers.
Slovenkosuggests that the therapist's concern may arise overposs-
iblelegal,professionalissues and that if groupmembersbecome
concernedabout the issue of confidentiality,it is possibly due to
the therapist's concerns.
In similar research, Brandes (1967) suggests that some psychiat-
rists misguidedly worry excessively about confidentiality beinglost
ingroups. Hisstudy focused on the need for thetherapiststo
undergoindividual analysis,but his comments about confidentiality
were appropriate as indicators of concerns about confidentiality.
Thisresearcher believes that some general theoreticalreasons
exist for observing a norm of confidentiality. There is the premise
thatindividuals will attain personal growth through theirpersonal
disclosures.Individuals have autonomy over these disclosures and it
is legitimate to share these intimate parts of one's self. Creating a
normof confidentiality has an added value in group work asitin-
volves the individual group member's integrity and frequently creates17
a close bond among the members. This could create a deeper atmosphere
oftrustand respect,resulting in more self-disclosingbygroup
members.
Confidentiality Contracts
In some systems,contracts have been used effectively to estab-
lish confidentiality.
TheresearchofWillageand Meyer (1978)indicatesthata
greaterfrequency or depth of disclosure can be increased bymaking
explicit confidentiality guarantees. Daste (1973) describes a pro-
gram for institutionalized delinquents wherein contracts betweenthe
therapists and group members were established,requiring confidenti-
alityoutsideof the group settings.This allowed forfreedomof
discussion within the group.
More recently, Corey (1985), commenting about contracts, cautions
thatdiscussionsabout confidentiality or having writtencontracts
still won't ensure that group members will observe thisnorm.Ulti-
mately, it is the group members' responsibility to practice confiden-
tiality.
Therecent American Personnel and Guidance AssociationEthical
Standards (1981) require the counselor to set a norm of confidential-
ity in the group regarding all the members' self-disclosures.
Other Concerns
In some groups another dimension of confidentiality exists, that18
oftheparticipationof relatives,friends or colleaguesofthe
trainer.In groups such as these, trainers must be especially sensi-
tiveto aspects of confidentiality and ethics.They mustbeaware
thattheyhavetobe able topracticeprofessionaldetachment.
(Lakin, 1981).
Leader Induced Confidentiality
Davis(1980) found that when group leaders did not make an open-
ingstatement regarding norms of confidentiality to controlgroups,
that control group members believed more than the experimentalgroup
that they could talk about the group outside the group setting.This
exploratory study did not provide a standard method of presenting the
issue of confidentiality to the groups,but the results did indicate
that the group leader's presentation of confidentiality significantly
affectedgroupmembers'subsequent behaviorsregardingrevealing
groupinformation outside of the group setting.Alsogleanedfrom
thisstudywasthe fact that more than half of thegroupleaders
thoughtthat confidentiality was an important issue and theconclu-
sionthatleadersneedto be able topresentsomefactsabout
confidentiality so that members may make informed decisions about the
amount of self-disclosure risk-taking they will engage in.
Statement of the Problem
Confidentialityis a difficult norm to enforce,yet it appears
tobea necessary norm if people are to self-discloseinagroup
setting.Theresearcherhasdiscovered nostudiestoascertain19
whetheror not group members will behave differently whenconfiden-
tiality has been established as a group norm.Davis (1980) indicated
inherstudy that no studies were extant to determinehowmembers
self-discloseafteraleader requests confidentiality asagroup
norm,or whether members believe that this norm will be breachedby
other group members.
Significance of the Study
Thepurposeof this study will be to describegroupmembers'
attitudesand opinions towards self-disclosureandconfidentiality
aftergroupleaders attempt to initiate confidentiality as agroup
norm.The focus will be on the behavior among group members and only
peripherally, from group members to group leaders.
The goal will be to determine if a leader-induced norm of confi-
dentialityaffects self-disclosures between participants in personal
growth groups.
Hypotheses
Questionsevoked by the review of the literature andthecon-
comitant null hypotheses that this study will address are:
Question1.Does establishing confidentiality as a groupnorm
result in greater self-disclosures by group members?Greater in this
case means earlier, more frequent or deeper disclosures.
Null Hypothesis #1.
There willbenosignificantdifferencebetween
experimental and control groups on the level ofself-
disclosure.20
Question2.Domembersof a groupthatestablishedconfi-
dentialityas a norm believe that this confidentiality willnotbe
violatedoutside of or after the group terminates,either bygroup
members or the group leaders?
Null Hypothesis #2.
There will be no significant difference between exper-
imentalandcontrol groups in their belief thatthe
norm of confidentiality will be violated by thegroup
members.
Null-Hypothesis #3.
There will be no significant difference between exper-
imentalandcontrol groups in their belief thatthe
group leaders will violate their ethical standards.
Question 3.Do individual group members believe that confident-
ialitywasanimportant norm for them toself-discloseintheir
group?
Null-Hypothesis #4.
There will be no significant difference between exper-
imentalandcontrolgroupsintheirbeliefthat
condifentiality fosters self-disclosures.21
CHAPTER 2
METHODS
This chapter includes a description of the research design,the
sample population,methods used for the qualitative and quantitative
data collection and data analyses procedures.
Design Considerations
General
Thepurposeofthis experimental design istoresearchthe
effectsthatestablishingconfidentiality as a group normhason
participantself-disclosures. This study is bothqualitativeand
quantitative in nature,probing deeply into the characteristics of a
small,tightly controlled sample. Control is the main advantage of
this experimental research. In this design,the researcher will be
able to deliberately exclude many of the usual confounding effects of
extraneous variables extant in personal growth groups.
Description of the Sample Population
Subjectsforthe study were graduate students enrolled inthe
CounselingEducation Program at Oregon State University andWestern
Oregon State College,a jointly administered program on both campuses.
All students were enrolled in Counseling 577,Group Procedures.The
OregonStateUniversityUniversityBulletin, 1985-1986General22
Catalog (p.173), states that this is a required three credit course
covering the following:
Principlesunderlying behavior and methods formodifying
individuals'attitudesand actions by groupprocedures:
Group dynamics,co-facilitator's role in group; attitudi-
nalchangeandits results;groupandplaytherapy,
individual and group counseling methods.
Partial fulfillment of this course's requirements isparticipa-
tionin a personal growth group sponsored by the CounselingDepart-
ment.Thesepersonal growth group sessions are held at TheMenucha
Conference Center, an off-campus site in Corbett, Oregon.
The subjects in this research were judged to be somewhat similar
tothe target population for this study:People interested inper-
sonalgrowthwho attempt to achieve this goal byparticipatingin
someformof group with personal growth as the mainfocus. These
groupscouldrange on a continuumfromunstructuredexperiential
groups(suchas the process groups used in this study) to ahighly
structuredgroup where the facilitator relies onstructuredexper-
iences and lectures.
Thisstudyspecifically does not address therapy groupswhich
have different populations, leaders, boundaries and focii.
Selection of Sample
Groupparticipantswere all students enrolled in GroupProce-
duresforthe Winter 1986 term,then selectedrandomlyintosix
groups. Withintherandomization,it was insured that malesand
femalesand Oregon State University (OSU) and WesternOregonState
College(WOSC)studentsenrolled in thecourseweredistributed23
evenlythroughoutthe groups to maximize their interactiveexperi-
ence.Fifty-threestudents were divided into six groups byplacing
thenamesoftheOSU and WOSC malesandfemalesintoseparate
envelopes;atotal of four envelopes. From these fourenvelopes,
names were drawn to fill each of the six groups.
Thesestudents ranged from age 22 to 54 with a mean age of34.
There were 23 men and 30 women. Two students were hearing impaired.
One student was Hispanic,the remainder Caucasian.All but one were
UnitedStates citizens. Forty-three were considered careerchange
students. Allstudents were admitted to OSU orWOSC. Admittance
standardsrequireda sample of their writingability,apersonal
interview and a Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.0. No other specific
demographic data were collected.
Selection of Facilitators
Thetwelve co-facilitators wereDoctoral or advancedMaster's
degreestudentswithextensive backgroundsingroupwork. The
facilitatorswere assigned to groups that had no memberswithwhom
theyhad any contact as supervisors in the counseling program. The
three male facilitators were paired with a femalefacilitator. The
Doctoral students were: Four first-year,three second-year and one
third-year student. The four Master's degree students were in their
second year,and paired as a co-facilitator with a Doctoral student.
Their ages ranged from 28 to 50; all were Caucasian and their country
oforiginwas the United States. No other demographicdatawere
collected.24
They all were given "What to look For In Groups" (Hansen, 1972),
andMenucha Process Group Co-Facilitator Instructions (seeAppendix
B),prepared by the researcher for information about process observ-
ing and what their tasks in these process groups would be.All group
co-facilitatorsagreedto observe the controls placedonthemas
process observers and agreed to fully participate in the research.
Ethical Considerations
While participation in these groups was not voluntary,partici-
pation in the research was. Subjects were informed that participation
was entirely voluntary and that they could terminate their participa-
tionatany point by refusing to respond to the instrumentsorby
decliningtobeinterviewedfor the qualitativeportionofthe
research.All students participated and as a result,thisresearch
has a one hundred percent return of instrument.
Otherthanthe last four digits of their social securitynum-
bers,participantswere not identified.As an added guaranteeof
confidentiality and an inducement to respond accurately to all state-
ments,allparticipants received the instrument and anenvelopewhich
theysealed prior to submitting it to the researcher.Thesubjects
wereaskedto place their names on the outside of theenvelopeto
insurethatif they missed responding to an item or ifpageswere
skipped, the researcher could contact the respondents while they were
still at Menucha. Only the researcher opened the envelopes, insured
data completion, and then destroyed the envelopes.This assurance of25
confidentialityresultedinall the subjectscooperatinginthe
research.
Quantitative Research
Instrument Development
AreviewofThe Eighth MentalMeasurementYearbook(Boros,
1978),theDirectory of Human Resource DevelopmentInstrumentation
(Peters,1985),andsimilar instrumentation information includinga
reviewof the literature about confidentiality andself-disclosures
ingroups,revealed no extant instrument to measureattitudesand
opinionsamong group members in the area of how confidentiality as a
norm affectsself-disclosures in small groups.While someexisting
instruments measure some dimensions of self-disclosures,such as the
GroupLeader Self-Disclosure Scale (Dies,1977),TORI GroupSelf-
DiagnosisScale (Gibb 1977),Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (Jourard
1971),and various self-disclosure instruments by Egan (1973), these
instruments did not measure the effect that confidentiality as a norm
had on these self-disclosures.
In her 1980 research,Davis surveyed how leaders' presentations
ofconfidentiality affected group members' beliefs andaction,but
not how members reacted to each other when confidentiality was or was
not established as a group norm.
In the absence of valid,reliable existing surveys, two instru-
mentsdesignedtoyield quantitative data weredevelopedbythe
researcher.26
Thefirst was comprised of thirty items (see Appendix C) admin-
isteredat the end of the first session that eachgroupmet. The
purposewas to measure the immediate effect of the differenttreat-
ment experienced by the control and experimental groups.
Thesecondinstrument was administered at the end of thelast
groupmeeting at Menucha.This instrument containedtheoriginal
thirtystatementsfrom the first instrumentin addition tothirty
morethatmeasured the long range effects ofthetreatment.(See
AppendixD).Thisfinal instrument was completed bythesubjects
prior to the co-facilitator's processing the groups:Thisprecluded
any contamination of the results.
Twoshort instruments were designed for the leaders,one to be
administeredatthe end of the first session and theothertobe
administered after each group session. (See Appendices E and F).
Participant Instruments
Thetwoparticipant instruments developed by theresearcherwere
designed to measure aspects of confidentiality andself-disclosures.
These instruments also had the subjects indicate their age and gender
for additional analysis if these demographic data proved to be signi-
ficant.
Thefirstinstrument had thirtystatementswithLikert-type
responsepatterns.These statements were developed to test allthe
hypothesesimmediatelyat the end ofthe first sessionafterthe
treatment had been administered.The statements were randomized and
hadequalnegativeand positive valencies. Thisinstrumentwas27
designedto be self-administered and scored SA (StronglyAgree),A
(Agree),N (No Opinion),D (Disagree),and SD (Strongly Disagree).
This instrument took approximately five minutes to complete.
Thesecondinstrumenthad sixty statementswithLikert-type
responses. These statements were designed to test the hypotheses at
the end of the final personal growth group session at Menucha.Thir-
ty statements were a replication of the first instrument;theaddi-
tionalthirty measured similar items as well as self-ratedbehavior
since the first group session.This instrument was self-administered
withthesamescoringpattern as the firstinstrumentandtook
approximatelytenminutesto complete. Thesubjectstookthis
instrumentpriortothegroupco-facilitatorsdebriefing or
processing the groups to prevent any co-facilitator induced biases.
Face Validity
Bothinstruments were judged as looking appropriate byfaculty
andDoctoral students from Oregon State University.Thestatements
were succinct,uncomplicated, and appeared to have both negative and
positive response distribution.
Construct Validity
Onehundred statements were rated by nine graduate students and
four college professors, all of whom had extensive group and counsel-
ingexperience.Sixty statements regarded asaccuratelyobtaining
desirable responses were retained for the research experiment.28
Reliability
Cronbach'sAlpha was used to estimate internal consistencyfor
both instruments.The reliability coefficients for the first instru-
mentwerer = 0.73 and r = 0.86 for thesecondinstrument.These
reliabilitycoefficientswere considered to be more thanadequate.
(Lederman, 1986).
Qualitative Research
Research Development
Inthisportion of the data collection,qualitativeresearch
designmethodswere used to provide for multiple datasourcesand
methods of collection as well as to check and validate thequantita-
tive research data.While the interview was the main data collection
strategy, questionnaires for the group co-facilitators were developed
bytheresearcherto act as an audit trail and tocomplementthe
quantitative data produced by the group members.
Facilitator Instruments
Instruments for the group facilitators were developed by the re-
searcherandcompletedby each co-facilitator at the endofeach
group session.
Specificinstructionsrequested that theco-facilitatorsnot
coordinate with each other when completing these instruments. As an
added measure of insuring the facilitators that their responses would29
remainconfidential,they were given envelopes withtheirinstru-
ments.They returned the sealed envelopes to the researcher.
TheFirst Session Facilitator Survey was designed primarilyto
assure that the treatment was administered. In addition, some eval-
uationof self-disclosure levels and confidentiality was also made.
Theensuing Facilitator Surveys were allidentical,primarily
designedto measure the facilitator's opinion aboutself-disclosure
levelsand to determine whether or not confidentiality was anissue
in each group session.
Theseinstrumentswere designed to providequalitativedata;
therefore, reliability and validity data will not be presented.
Research Assistants
Two assistant researchers,Doctoral students in thecounseling
programatOregon State University,were involved in thisdesign.
They were not informed about the precise nature of the study nor were
they told which groups were the control or treated groups until after
the fourth personal growth group session.The reason for this was to
determine whether or not they noted a difference between thegroups.
Each assistant researcher observed two groups, rotating between their
twoassignedgroups and staying until the end of each sessionwhen
the group's co-facilitators began their process observations.
The research assistantswere given a briefing by the researcher
prior to their first group meeting as well as ResearchInstructions,
aninterviewguidedeveloped by the researcher to enablethere-
searcherstomeet the specific objectives of theresearchandto30
standardizetheinput.(See Appendix G).Theseinstructionshad
Hansen's (1972) "What To Look For In Groups'land "A Closer Look at the
Role of Group Observer" (Oickerman, 1948) attached.
Allgroups were observed at least three times by theassistant
researchers.The researcher observed all groups at leasttwice.To
precludebiased information,the researchers did not remain inthe
groups for the processing of the groups by the facilitators.
After each group session, the researcher and the research assis-
tantsmet and debriefed each session for the qualitative portion of
this experiment.
In addition to the above,the research assistants also received
copiesof,"QualitativeResearch Questions" (seeAppendixH),a
standardizedformdeveloped by the researcher.Thisguidelisted
questionsto be asked during the qualitative datagatheringinter-
views.Theseinterviewswere semi-structured,thereby havingthe
advantageofbeing reasonably objective whilestillenablingthe
researchersto probe more deeply to obtain a thoroughunderstanding
of the respondent's opinions and reasons behind them.
Therespondentswere assured that answers were to beheldin
strictconfidenceand told specifically that their names wouldnot
appear on the interview form but that their comments might bequoted
withoutattribution in the research findings. All interviewswere
recorded by note taking during or immediately after the interview.
After the fourth session, the researcher and research assistants
beganthe interviews andsurveyed twenty four participants(forty-
five percent) for additional data.31
Allthisqualitativeresearch was doneprivately,withthe
researcherstalking to an individual at a time.In addition tothe
facilitatorinstruments,the researcher privately discussed elements of
confidentialityand self-disclosure with each of thegroupfacili-
tators as a part of the qualitative research design.
Pre-data Collection
TheHuman SubjectsBoard,Oregon StateUniversity,reviewed
this research project.
The faculty of the Counseling Department at Oregon State Univer-
sitywere briefed on the purpose of the study,on how thefindings
couldimpact on counseling and group work,and on possibleeffects
among treated and control groups.They approved this research.
Thestudentswere briefed during one of theirclasssessions
priortothe first group meeting. Theresearcherexplainedthe
general nature of the research, that prematurely disclosing the topic
ofthe research would invalidate the study and assured them that the
effects on their group experience would be minimal.They were asked
to participate by taking two attitude and opinion instruments, assured of
theconfidentiality of their responses and told that theymightbe
asked to participate in interviews. At any time,they were free to
declinetoparticipate in the data gathering partoftheirgroup
experience.Finally,theywere informed that the nature of the re-
searchwouldbe discussed during the final large groupsessionat
Menucha.32
Group Design
The process model was used for this groupexperience. Facili-
tators started their group's first session by reading their responsi-
bilities and ethical standards.This Facilitator Statement to Group
was prepared by the researcher and read to all groups.(See Appendix
I).
Ifthey were an experimental group,one of the co-facilitators
then read and, if necessary, facilitated the treatment. (See Appendix
J).
Theother three groups proceeded as instructed for this type of
process group model. (See Appendix K).
Other than being prepared to intervene at a critical point if it
appeared as if the group couldn't handle a situation,the co-facili-
tator's role was not to interact with the group's content. At the end
of each session,the co-facilitators gave their group theirprocess
observations.
After the third and the sixth personal growth group sessionsat
Menucha, a public group debriefing was held with all the participants
invited to observe. The researcher gave no input on the nature of the
researchuntil the final large group debriefing:At which timethe
participants were informed of the nature of the research.
Treated and Control Groups
The Menucha Process Group Co-Facilitator Instructions were given
to the facilitators prior to the first meeting.
Thecontroland treated groups were randomly assignedbythe33
researcher using the following method:Immediately before thefirst
groupmeeting,each group facilitator selected an envelope for fur-
therinstructions.The researcher had placed threetreatmentsand
three additional instructions in six unmarked,shuffled,envelopes.
Theresearcherdid not know until after all the groups met forthe
first time which were the treated or control groups. Thisenhanced
thequalitative part of the research as the researcher andresearch
assistantswere able to observe all six groups and then drawtenta-
tiveconclusions about self-disclosures prior to knowing whichwere
the treated or control groups.
In addition to the treated or control group data, all co-facili-
tatorsread their ethical standards to the group. This became part
ofthe data gathered concerning the member's attitudes andopinions
about facilitator confidentiality.
Treatment
Afterthefirst meeting held on campus,all groupsmetfrom
February 4,1986 through February 6,1986 in Corbett,Oregon, at a
privatefacilitycalled Menucha. Menucha is anisolatedretreat
where groups can meet,sleep and eat in one location.This provided
exceptionallystringent external controls for this experiment as all
groupsmet in the same location,at the same time and for thesame
length of time;therefore,given the constant interpersonalinter-
actions,the participants and groups had the potential for a similar
experience. AtMenucha,the groups met at the same times,but in
separate places for five sessions.34
Thefirst day,a two hour personal growth groupsessiontook
placeafter an hour long,plenary getting acquainted session. The
dayended with another large group session. The seconddaybegan
withaonehour large group session followed byaninetyminute
personal growth group session.After this session, all participants
wereinvitedto attend a public session where the facilitatorsde-
briefedtheir personal growth groups.A ninety minute largegroup
sessionstartedthe afternoon,followed by a two and ahalfhour
personalgrowth group session. That evening,the personalgrowth
groupsmetforninety minutes followed by a one hourlargegroup
session.The sixth and final personal growth group started the final
day.This was a ninety minute session followed by a public debrief-
ing of the groups by their facilitators. At this time, the partici-
pants were told about the nature of the research and allqualitative
research ended.A final plenary session ended this third day.
Alllarge group sessions were designed to enhance thepartici-
pant'sknowledgeaboutgroupprocedurescoveringthefollowing
topics: Journalwriting,relaxation,non-verbalcommunication,
conflict,power, confrontation, feedback, listening skills, energiz-
ers,new games, massage, loss, self-concept and re-entry. In keep-
ing with the research design, confidentiality and its relationship to
self-disclosure was not a topic in any of the large group sessions.
Design Advantages
Manyusualinternal variables were eliminated in thisdesign,
such as geographic distancing between the sessions.Time andspace35
boundariesweresimilarfor all groups andthefacilitatorsall
attempted to function within the same boundaries.
Thisdesign precluded other extraneous variables suchaspro-
cedural errors,history, maturation, testing, experimental mortality
and compensatory rivalry.Protocols and scripts between researchers
and survey conditions were consistent.
Emergentvariablesthatfrequently are aresultofvarious
leaderstyles or design styles were controlled by standardizingthe
facilitator'sinput. These variables include management of differ-
ences,depthand level of interventions,vaguenessofdirection,
confrontation, dissonance in subject and method, situations caused by
distributive and integrative factors,credibility,data validity or
non validity and projection and introjection.
Theresearcher had a rare opportunity to be able tomanipulate
theactive variables under these very specificconditions,thereby
increasingthepower of the independent variable.Exceptforthe
independentvariable,thecontrol and treated groups weretreated
alike;therefore, any differences observed on the dependent variable
may be attributed to the independent variable.
Data Analysis
Thedata were analyzed by regression analysis then analysisof
covariance,usingtheStatistical Package for the SocialSciences
(SPSS).Chi Square Tests was performed on instrument item results of
comparisons between control and treated groups.36
Summary
Thepurpose of this research was to study what effectattempts
toestablish confidentiality as a norm had on groupmember'sself-
disclosures. Theresultsweremeasuredbothqualitativelyand
quantitatively.
Fifty-threesubjectswererandomly assignedtosixprocess
model,personal growth groups,with two co-facilitators assigned to
each group.These groups were tightly controlled by the design; they
allmetatthe same time,in the same place andwithconsistent
protocols. Theco-facilitatorsreceivedthesametrainingand
observed the same guidelines.
Threerandomlyassigned groups received a treatmentbytheir
facilitatordesignedto establish confidentiality as a groupnorm.
Theresearcher and two assistant researcherscollectedqualitative
databyobserving all groups at least twice and by conductingper-
sonal interviews with the participants and group facilitators.
All participants completed two attitude and opinion instruments.
Eachfacilitator completed a instrument at the completionofevery
group session.37
CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Thischapterdiscussesthe results of analysisofboththe
qualitativeandquantitativedata.Thedataobtainedfromthe
analysesare presented and the procedures for testing the hypotheses
are explained.
Statistical Analyses
The purposes of this study were threefold.The first objective
wasto determine if attempting to induce a normofconfidentiality
intoapersonal growth group would have any effect on thepartici-
pants'self-disclosures. Thesecond objectivewastodetermine
whether or not group members who received this treatment of confiden-
tiality believed that this norm would not be violated,either by the
group facilitator or by the group members. The third objective was
toassesswhethergroup members of the treatedgroupsweremore
likelythanmembersof the control groups to believethatconfi-
dentiality as a norm was important for self-disclosures to occur.
Thesample for this study consisted of the fifty-threemembers
enrolledina graduate degree course in Group Counseling atOregon
State University and Western Oregon State University.
Hypotheses and Statistical Results
Linearregressionswerecomputed to testtheattitudesand38
opinionsofthegroup members recorded onthetwogroupmember
surveys developed by the researcher.Analyses of covariance was used
totestthesignificancelevel oftheregressioncoefficients.
Analysis of covariance uses the F test,with the .05 level of signi-
ficance being observed.In addition, Chi square tests were performed
on each statement by control and treated group, with the .05 level of
significance being observed.
Thestatisticalanalysis of each hypothesisisdisplayedon
Tables1,2,3 and 5. The scales of "StronglyAgree","Agree",
"Disagree",and "Strongly Disagree" were collapsed to compensate for
biasesthat some people have about feeling strongly one wayorthe
other. Theresultingrescaling places responses on a+1,0,-1
scale.
Eachitem on the scale was combined with like items tomeasure
oneof the four hypotheses. The items on the first survey were re-
numberedtomatch the replicated items on thesecondsurvey.The
three experimental groups were combined to be treated as one group as
were the three control groups.
Null Hypothesis #1.
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
control groups on the level of self-disclosures.39
TABLE 1.
Analysis of Variance.Null Hypothesis #1
Source df SS MS F Probability
Regression 2 .80616.40308 4.65508 >.05
Final Survey 1 .23856.23856 2.75510>.05
Regression 2 .48795.24397 3.60362>.05
First Survey 1 .01102.01102 .16280 >.05
Thedata in the above table indicate that the computed Fvalue
was non-significant at the .05 level;therefore, the null hypothesis
was retained.
Null Hypotheses # 2
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
controlgroups in their belief that the norm of confidentiality will
be violated by the group members.
TABLE 2.
Analysis of Variance.Null Hypothesis #2
Source df SS MS F Probability
Regression 24.00265 2.00133 1.74624 >.05
Final Survey 1 .10776 .10776 .09402 >.05
Regression 25.50812 2.75406 7.86599>.05
First Survey 1 .39645 .39646 1.13233 >.0540
The data in the above tableindicate that the computed F values
were non-significant at the .05 level; therefore, the null hypothesis
was retained.
Null Hypothesis # 3
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
controlgroups in their belief that the group leaderswillviolate
their ethical standards.
TABLE 3.
Analysis of Variance.Null Hypothesis #3
Source df SS MS F Probability
Regression 2 .02173 .01086 .08486>.05
Final Survey 1 .00672 .00672 .05252 >.05
Regression 21.16518 .82590 9.75493 >.05
First Survey 1 .18455 .18455 2.17979>.05
Thedata in the table above indicate that the computed F values
were non-significant at the .05 level; therefore, the null hypothesis
was retained.
An item analysis of the Group Member Survey # 1 reveals that the
majorityof group members trusted their group facilitators totreat
what happened in the group as confidential (See Table 4). The Final
GroupSurveyresults are also compiled on this tableandindicate
similartrust in the confidentiality observed by theirgroupfaci-
litators.41
TABLE 4
Belief in Group Leaders' Ethics
Agree - +1Neutral - 0Disagree - -1
Survey. Statements First Survey Final Survey
+1 0 -1 +1 0 -1
I trust my group leader(s)
not to disclose anything
about me to anyone outside
the group.
41 1 11 44 7 2
I would be naive if I thought
that what I said would not be
repeated outside the group.
10 8 28 17 10, 26
My group leader clearly stat-
ed ethical standards concern-
ing leader responsibilities
towards my group.
40 3 10 40 7
I believe that the group
leader(s) will only discuss
the group's process and not
the content to others.
41 7 5 45 7 1
My group leader will not be
able to keep his/her ethical
standards of confidentiality.
2 7 44 3 8 42
I believe that my group
leader(s) will not personally
identify anyone in this group
outside the group.
45 5 3 45 5 2
I believe that my group
leader(s) will not violate
the ethical standards stat-
ed in the beginning of the
group.
46 6 1 38 4 1
I heard the group leader
discuss a group member by
by name outside the group
setting.
(not used) 1 4 4842
Null Hypothesis # 4
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
controlgroupsin their belief that confidentialityfostersself-
disclosures.
TABLE 5
Analysis of Variance.Null Hypothesis #4
Source df SS MS FProbability
Regression 2 .02382 .01191 .18881 >.05
Final Survey 1 .01143 .01143 .18126 >.05
Regression 2 .00096 .00048 .00730<.05
First Survey 1 .05219 .05219 .79310 >.05
Thedata in the above table indicate that the computed F values
forthe final survey were non-significant at the .05level;there-
fore, the null hypothesis was retained.
The data in Table 4,First Survey, indicate that the computed F
value for the first survey was .00730. By design only one survey item
on the first survey pertained to Null Hypothesis #4;therefore, this
Fstatisticis not a valid measure ofthishypothesis.Onlythe
analysis of the last survey is considered.
Chi Square Analyses
In addition to the analysis of Covariance, each statement on the
twosurveyswastested using the Chi Square Testontreatedand
control groups to determine if some item responses made a difference,43
eitherby lending more strength to the F statistic by narrowingthe
spectrum of influence.
Tables6 and 7 illustrate the responses to each itemstatement
byexperimental and control groups.These items were statistically
analyzed using Chi Square with .05 for significance.44
TABLE 6
Group Member Survey #1, Item responses by
Control and Treated Groups with Chi Square
Analysis (df=2)
Item
+1
Treated
0 -1
Control
+1 0 -1
X
2
-..ility
Prob-
1 88.9 7.4 3.7 88.5 7.7 3.8 .00241 >.05
2 77.8 3.718.576.9 0 23.11.09682 >.05
3. 40.7 7.451.9 23.1 3.873.12.54353 >.05
4. 40.722.237.0 65.423.111.55.03787 >.05
5. 18.525.955.6 19.219.261.5 .34685>.05
6. 33.318.548.1 30.811.557.7 .68306 >.05
7. 29.618.551.9 30.811.557.7 .51580 >.05
8. 37.033.329.6 46.215.438.52.30907 >.05
9. 77.8 3.718.573.1 7.719.2 .41461 >.05
10.40.729.629.6 30.823.146.21.54108 >.05
11.25.9 3.770.4 11.5 0 43.42.96314 >.05
12.29.611.159.3 19.211.569.2 .79137>.05
13.81.511.1 7.473.115.411.5 .54369>.05
14.37.018.544.4 38.515.446.2 .09228 >.05
15.66.7 3.729.6 69.211.519.21.67404 >.05
16. 3.718.577.8 3.8 7.788.51.35824 >.05
17.70.4 7.422.2 57.719.223.11.73805>.05
18.25.933.340.7 30.838.530.8 .57432>.05
19.77.811.111.1 92.3 7.7 0 3.38234 >.05
20.29.622.248.1 38.515.446.2 .64358 >.05
21. 3.722.274.1 11.5 7.780.83.00659 >.05
22.88.911.1 0 84.611.5 3.81.06847 >.05
23.14.822.263.0 19.211.569.21.12121>.05
24.29.611.159.3 7.7 3.888.55.83962 >.05
25.22.244.433.3 30.834.634.6 .69567 >.05
26.18.522.259.3 7.715.476.92.11204 >.05
27.66.714.818.5 80.8 7.711.51.37906 >.05
28.96.3 3.7 0 92.3 0 7.73.06222 >.05
29.14.818.566.7 11.5 0 88.55.73579 >.05
30 3.7 0 96.3 38.5 3.857.711.30001 <.0545
TABLE 7
Final Group Survey Item Responses by Control and
Treated Groups with Chi Square Analysis.(df=2)
Item
+1
Treated
0 -1
Control
+1 0 -1
X
2 Prob-
ability
1.81.5 3.714.8 65.4 7.726.91.77430 >.05
2.51.918.529.6 53.834.611.53.39793 >.05
3.96.3 3.7 0 84.611.5 3.82.31529 >.05
4.18.518.563.0 30.815.453.81.07526 >.05
5.92.6 7.4 0 84.6 7.7 7.72.17340>.05
6.81.5 0 18.5 84.6 7.7 7.73.26801 >.05
7.63.014.822.2 76.9 7.715.41.29150>.05
8.77.818.5 3.7 92.3 7.7 0 2.46772 >.05
9.18.518.563.023.115.461.5 .21353 >.05
10.63.018.518.5 65.419.215.4 .09228 >.05
11.33.337.029.6 34.634.630.8 .03378 >.05
12.44.4 3.751.9 30.8 0 69.22.28194 >.05
13.81.514.8 3.7 69.211.519.23.19179>.05
14.18.518.563.0 11.530.857.71.29890>.05
15.11.1 3.785.2 11.5 3.884.6 .00336 >.05
16. 7.4 0 92.6 7.7 0 92.3 .00154 >.05
17.14.825.959.3 11.515.473.11.19974 >.05
18.70.418.511.1 73.115.411.5 .09228>.05
19.81.514.8 3.7 84.611.5 3.8 .12403>.05
20.11.1 0 88.9 3.8 0 96.2 .23121>.05
21.74.111.114.8 88.5 0 11.53.33448 >.05
22.63.0 3.733.3 46.223.130.84.47505 >.05
23.66.714.818.5 84.61.5 3.83.19179 >.05
24.63.011.125.9 61.515.423.1 .23130 >.05
25.44.4 3.751.9 46.2 7.746.2 .46848 >.05
26. 0 11.188.9 3.8 3.892.31.9818 >.05
27.63.011.125.9 50.015.434.6 .90765 >.05
28. 7.4 3.788.9 19.215.465.44.26349 >.05
29.51.9 3.744.4 65.415.419.24.95557 >.05
30.66.722.211.1 69.219.211.5 .07207 >.05
31.81.511.1 7.4 88.511.5 0 2.00407 >.05
32. 3.711.185.2 3.8 3.892.31.00277 >.05
33.37.022.340.7 42.326.930.8 .57956 >.05
34. 0 11.188.9 19.223.157.78.06092 <.05
35.59.322.218.5 57.7 7.734.63.15737 >.05
36.25.914.859.3 38.523.138.52.29598 >.05
37.29.611.159.3 23.1 7.769.2 .58470 >.05
38.48.1 7.444.4 38.5 7.753.8 .52647 >.05
39.29.633.337.0 26.934.638.5 .04782 >.05
40.33.311.155.6 34.611.553.8 .01562 >.0546
TABLE 7 (Continued)
Item
+1
Treated
0 -1
Control
+1 0 -1
X
2 Prob-
ability
41.51.933.314.8 53.830.815.4 .03997 >.05
42.40.711.148.1 38.511.550.0 .02876>.05
43. 7.4 7.485.2 3.8 0 96.22.39865>.05
44.88.9 3.7 7.4 88.5 7.7 3.8 .66931>.05
45.81.514.8 3.7 73.119.2 7.7 .64532>.05
46. 3.714.881.5 7.715.476.9 .40985>.05
47.33.8 3.763.0 30.826.942.35.82774>.05
48.55.6 0 44.4 73.1 0 26.91.08833 >.05
49.18.525.955.6 11.523.165.4 .68330 >.05
50.18.5 3.777.8 26.9 3.869.2 .54543 >.05
51.11.114.874.1 7.7 7.784.6 .94337>.05
52.33.311.155.646.2 7.746.2 .94337 >.05
53.22.2 7.470.4 7.7 3.888.52.69638>.05
54.18.522.259.3 11.523.165.4 .51162>.05
55. 0 7.492.6 26.915.457.710.1514 <.05
56.59.322.218.5 73.1 3.823.13.90200 >.05
57. 3.714.881.5 0 15.484.6 .98148 >.05
58.51.9 7.440.7 42.342.315.49.84207<.05
59.14.8 0 85.2 0 0 100.02.31359 >.05
60.11.122.266.7 7.719.273.1 .29917 >.0547
Table 6, thedifferencesinresponsetoitem30were
significant.This statement pertained to the norm of confidentiality
being established in the experimental groups.
Table 7,the differences in response to item 55 matched item 30
on the first survey and was significant.The differences in response
to Item 34 were found to be significant. This was a response to the
statementonthe survey "We didn't discuss confidentialitybutit
didn'tmatter to me as I self-disclosed anyway".The differences in
responsetoItem58 were found to besignificant. Thiswasin
responseto the survey statement "I am sure that some of mygroup's
memberswilldiscusssome personal things thathappenedinthis
group".
Such significances at the .05 level could be explained by chance
alone.
Theuse of the Chi Square Test determined that thenullhypo-
theses were to be retained.
Qualitative Analyses
The qualitative research complements and provides an audit trail
for the quantitative research.
Theresearcher and research assistants observed all thegroups
during most of the first sessions. The groups were not observed until
theyhad been in session for twenty minutes.After thattime,the
facilitatorswere not to have any more input into developing anorm
of confidentiality if they were the experimental group.48
Which were treated and which were control groups were unknown by
the research assistants until after the fourth session.
Initial Self-Disclosures.
Duringthefirst group meetings,all the experimentalgroups
receivedthe treatment and the control groups proceeded asplanned.
The researcher assistants and the group facilitators wereinstructed
tolook at "deep" disclosures;i.e.,those below surface levelor
tentativedisclosuresor disclosures that would beunusualfora
group at that particular stage of development.
Experimentalgroup# I.The co-facilitators notedthatfour
membersonlymade surface-level disclosures andtheresearchob-
servers noted that the content was around the topics of confidential-
ity, trust and the purpose of the group.
Experimental Group # 2. Several self-disclosures occurred, three
werejudgedtobe deep for this stage ofgroupdevelopment.The
researcher observed that the content of this first session wasabout
whatmembers would like and would not like in a group such asthis.
"I"statements such as "I don't know where you are unless you let me
know," "I'm not feeling comfortable with this group," and "MaybeI'm
afraid" were indicators of self-disclosing remarks.
Experimental Group # 3. The co-facilitators indicated that self-
disclosures did occur.One facilitator stated that seven disclosures
weredeepwhile the other claimed that only one was a deepdisclo-
sure.The researcher observed that there were many deepdisclosures
such as:"I am uncomfortable in this group," "I fear some issues not
workedon in the past will come up," "It's not easy for me to bein49
thisgroup,""I'm uncomfortable with you," and "I don't want tobe
someone's agenda."
ControlGroup # 1. The co-facilitators did not hear anydeep
self-disclosing remarks. The group initiated a discussion of confi-
dentialityas a group norm one hour after the sessionstarted.The
researcher observed that talk about confidentiality,trust andtask
occurred and heard no deep self-disclosing remarks.
ControlGroup# 2.The co-facilitators indicatedthatmany
self-disclosures occurred, one stating that ten were at a deep level,
theotherthought that two were deep for a group at thisstageof
development. Theresearcher observed many remarks that appeared to
be self-disclosing;however, they were historical accounts of child-
hood,noneinthe context of this here-and-nowgroupexceptone
statementfromone person who was impatient withthisdemographic
process. No discussion of confidentiality occurred.
Control Group # 3. One facilitator noted one or two deep self-
disclosures,theothernoted nine. One thought thefirstself-
disclosure occurred five minutes after the group started;the other,
one hour. The research observer listed six disclosures that were deep
fora group at this time.All the disclosures were about what they
wantedtoget from the group. Nodiscussionofconfidentiality
occurred.
Ensuing Self-Disclosures
Table 8 graphically depicts the number and depth of self-disclo-
suresbycontrol and treated groups for the ensuing fivesessions.50
TABLE 8
A Recapitulation of the Average Number of Self-
Disclosures Compiled from Facilitator Surveys.
Statement Session
Number
Control
Group
Treated
Group
Number of members who 2 12 13
self-disclosed. 3 15 13
4 18 21
5 13 15
6 14 14
Total 72 76
Total number of 2 19 35
self-disclosures. 3 29 31
4 29 57
5 47 47
6 31 21
Total 155 191
Number of self-disclosures 2 10 11
that were "deep" for a group 3 9 14
at this stage of development.4 11 29
5 9 13
6 1 3
Total 40 6951
Itissignificant to note that two groupsneverdiscussedhaving
confidentiality as a group norm, and that by the last session all but
two group facilitators did not believe that group members would self-
disclose more if confidentiality had been a group norm.
Thenumberof members who self-disclosed is notsignificantly
different between the two groups. The total number ofself-disclo-
suresinthe treated groups was 191 and in the controlgroupswas
155.The number of disclosures that were deep in the treated groups
was 69, the control groups had 40 deep disclosures.
Confidentiality
The Facilitator Surveys indicate that two of the controlgroups
never discussed having confidentiality as a group norm.
Table9 illustrates the group facilitators' attitudes and opin-
ions about the efficacy of confidentiality as a group norm after each
session. Twoof the twelve co-facilitatorsconsistentlybelieved
thatconfidentiality was important for their group to have as a norm
to facilitate self-disclosures.When questioned about notbelieving
thatconfidentialitywas importantforself-disclosures,typical
facilitator responses were:"The group members trust each other now,
so this is not an issue any longer"."It was an issue at first,but
now,noone seems to be concerned"."My group never discussed this
issueand they are self-disclosing" and "I believe that thisisan
important issue and should be recognized at each session".
Otherinstances when confidentiality became an issue were times
thatthe co-facilitators felt that had this been a groupnorm,the
session might have had more people self-disclosing.52
TABLE 9
After each session, all group facilitators were
asked if they thought that their group members
would self-disclose more if they believed that
what they said would not be repeated outside of
the group setting. The facilitators responded:
FAC SESSION
1 2 3 4 5 6
lE Y Y N Y N N
1EX Y N N N Y N
2E Y Y Y Y Y Y
2EX Y N N N Y N
3E Y Y N N N N
3EX Y Y Y Y Y Y
1C Y N Y Y N N
1CX Y N U N N N
2C N N Y N N N
2CX N N N N N N
3C N N Y N N N
3CX N U Y N N N
E = EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
C = CONTROL GROUP
X = CO-FACILITATOR
Y = YES
N = NO
U = UNCERTAIN53
Most of the facilitators seemed to believe thatconfidentiality
was an issue for new groups but that group maturity took care of this
either formally or informally.
Interview Results.
Apart of the strategy of this qualitative data collectingwas
personalinterviews both with group members and the groupfacilita-
tors. Theseinterviews,conducted in private with only one person
beinginterviewed at a time, started after thefourthsmallgroup
session.
Thespecific point of this qualitative data collectionwasto
determinewhether or not the norm confidentiality was importantfor
the participant to be able to self-disclose. When asked if confident-
iality was important for them to self-disclose,respondents told the
researchers:
"..beenin groups long enough to be able to self-disclose
easily.
"Confidentiality wasn't discussed. Didn't seem to bean
issuefor us. We just assumed if we trusted each other,
we would disclose.
"Confidentiality wasn't discussed and wasn't an issue.
"...confidentiality was never discussed.It didn't matter
in disclosing.
"Confidentiality was discussed at the first meeting and it
was important for me to self-disclose.
"...discussed at first meeting, then never again.I guess
it made a difference.
"It would have made a difference to me if we hadn't talked
about it.
"Confidentiality not a big issue towards self-disclosure.54
"Confidentialityis always a part of being able toself-
disclose.
"Goodtobe forced into talkingaboutconfidentiality.
Probably wouldn't have done it by choice.
"We haven't had a lot of group disclosing. Confidentiality
could have a part in that but more importantly the idea of
gettinginto some depth of work and thenbeingstranded
after the groups breaks up stops me from disclosing.
"..decided confidentiality was the name of the game at the
first meeting. It was all taken care of there.
"Yes, confidentiality was important but I don't believe it
will really happen.I wasn't satisfied with the boundaries
we set for confidentiality.
"Confidentialitycan'texist. I self-discloseanyway.
The payoff is worth the risk.
"My self-disclosures were connected to knowingconfident-
iality would exist.
"Confidentialitynotthat important tomyself-disclo-
sure--just to my comfort level.
"Confidentiality wasn't a factor in self-disclosing.
"The confidentiality norm did not affect self-disclosures.
"Confidentialitywas a large part of self-disclosingfor
me."
Interviews Summary
Duringtheinterviews,which started after thefourthsmall
groupsessionand concluded after the finalsession,participants
appearto be equally divided as to whether or not confidentiality as
a norm affected their ability to self-disclose.
Results Summary
The four null hypotheses were retained.Analyses of Covariance55
werenot significant at the .05 level.Chi Square Tests contrasted
thecontroland treated group members' responses to thetwoGroup
Member Surveys and the results were found not significant at the.05
level. The qualitative analysis supported the statistical data.
The quantitative and qualitative data collection indicatedthat
confidentiality as a norm did not produce significantly greater self-
disclosures by members of the control or treated groups; however, the
qualitativedataindicated a somewhat greater willingness toself-
disclose by members of the experimental groups.
Bothcontrol and experimental group members generallybelieved
that confidentiality among group members would be observed.
Membersincontrol and experimental groups had ahighbelief
thattheir group facilitators would not violate their ethical stand-
ards that were stated at the beginning of the first group session.
Therewasno significant difference betweenthecontroland
experimentalgroupmembers in the quantitative datacollectionin
theirbelief that confidentiality as a norm was important forself-
disclosuresto occur;however,the qualitative data indicated that
approximatelyhalf the group members who wereinterviewedbelieved
that this was an important norm to be observed in groups.56
CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Background
This study had three main objectives. First, to determine what
effectestablishing confidentiality as a norm had on a participant's
self-disclosures.Second, to determine if the group members believed
thatthenorm of confidentiality would be breachedbyeitherthe
groupfacilitatorsor the group members. Third,toexaminethe
attitudesand opinions of control and treated group memberstowards
thebeliefthat confidentiality as a group norm would promotemore
self-disclosures in personal growth groups.
Thesample consisted of fifty-three students enrolled inGroup
Procedures,a graduate level course offered at Oregon StateUniver-
sity and Western Oregon State University. Also involved were twelve
facilitators and two assistant researchers.
Thisstudy involved both qualitative and quantitative data col-
lection. All instruments used were developed by the researcher with
reliability coefficients assessed to be more than adequate.
Analysisof Covariance and Chi Square Tests wereperformedto
testthefour major hypotheses of this study. Linearregressions
werecomputed to determine the effects of the treatment ofinducing
confidentiality as a norm on group member'sself-disclosures. This
wasmeasuredin four ways:To determine if the experimentalgroup
self-disclosed at a greater level than the control group,todeter-57
minewhether or not the group members believed that confidence would
bekeptamong group members and between the group membersandthe
facilitators;and,finally to determine if members believed thata
group norm of confidentiality was important for participants to self-
disclose in groups.Analyses of Covariance and Chi Square Tests were
computed to determine the effects of the treatments. Results of the
statisticalanalysiswerepresented in Chapter 3alongwiththe
reports of the qualitative data gathering.This chapter will discuss
the implications of the qualitative and quantitative analyses, impli-
cations of this research, and recommendations for further study.
Limitations of the Study
Priorto a discussion of the findings,it is necessary to con-
siderthe limitations of this study.Attempts were made toreduce
thetrainereffect. Cooper (1969) studied theinfluenceofthe
traineron the group members. His measurements of the influence of
perceived trainer attractiveness and impact on group memberssuggest
that trainers in many ways may subtly influence group members.
Oneofthe aims of the design was to mitigate theeffectsof
trainer intervention as discussed by Culbert (1968). He foundthat
there was more interaction with trainers who self-disclosed than with
those who did not.
Inthis study,trainer interventions were minimal;therefore,
whathappened in the group can be attributed more tothetreatment
than to the input of the trainer. Close observation by the researcher
and research assistants in addition to discussions with the facilita-58
torsindicated that the process model was followed closely and asa
result,thefacilitators had little actual input into their groups.
Not accounted for was any history that the participants may havehad
withthe facilitators,and,even though body language was minimal,
the researcher noted different atmospheres in each group.This would
be a subject for further research in this type of model.
Anotherlimitationis the nature ofself-reportinstruments.
Eventhoughself-reportsare a commonmethodologyinbehavioral
science research, they commonly have three shortcomings:
a.Subjectsreveal only what they wish to reveal and mayhide
their true feelings.
b.Subjectsare influenced by their personal habits and intro-
spections.
c.Subjects may respond with perceptions, attitudes and convic-
tions that they really do not have.
Tominimize the effect of these shortcomingsinsurveys,the
samestatementwas made several times in different formats onboth
theFirstand Final Member Survey and then theresponsedata were
collapsedto +1 for "Agree" and "Strongly Agree", 0 for "No Opinion"
and -1 for "Disagree or "Strongly Disagree".
A shortcoming usually found in personal growth group research is
theinability to control the plethora of externalvariables. This
researchattemptedtocontrol these variables byhavingallthe
groups meet at the same time,in the same location,withcarefully
scripted protocols observed by the facilitators, thereby reducing the
chance that history, geography or the other usual factors that impact59
on the groups would influence the result.The treatment was the only
intendedmanipulatedvariablealthough it isrecognizedthatin
dealing with human subjects a myriad of influences exist.
Discussion of Each Hypothesis
Hypothesis #1
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
control groups on the level of self-disclosures.
The statistical analyses revealed that this hypothesis wassup-
portedandthatmembers in groups where confidentialityhasbeen
establishedasa norm do not self-disclose differentlythanthose
members of groups who have not discussed confidentiality as a norm.
The qualitative data did not reveal any significantdifference
inthedegreeofself-disclosures amongthethreeexperimental
groups,the one control group that adopted confidentiality as a norm
and the two remaining control groups.
Facilitator surveys concerning this hypothesis reveal thatpar-
ticipantsin the treated groups did not disclose at a greaterlevel
than did those in the control groups.
During the personal interviews,the participants seemedevenly
dividedabout whether confidentiality was an important norm. These
datawerecollectedtowards the end ofthesessions,soitis
expectedthattheeffect of group history had some impactonthe
respondents' answers.
Anothersignificant discussion area is the quality of the self-
disclosureandwhat is considered a "deep"disclosure. Eventhe60
facilitators were not unanimous about this although allparticipants
responded that they had made several self-disclosures.
This is a difficult area to define. What is"self-disclosure"
for one is "history" for another,past "therapy" for another,and a
matterof no consequence for another. For example,one discussion
thatseemed at first blush to be a disclosure of great depthturned
outto be a frequently related history.Most of thegroupmembers
probably never would have attempted this level of self-disclosure but
thepersondisclosingwas facile about making anapparentlyvery
personal revelation.
From initial responses on the Group Member Survey #1,itwould
appearthat there is some significance to discussing confidentiality
asa norm during the first session if only to have something inthe
here-and-nowto discuss and thus to raise the group's comfortlevel
andinstill the feeling that self-disclosing would be anacceptable
group norm.
Hypothesis #2
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
control grops in their belief that the norm of confidentiality will
be violated by the group members.
Thestatisticaldataindicated that there wasnodifference
betweenthe control and experimental groups and thatgroupmembers
believedthatthe norm of confidentiality would not be breachedby
their fellow group members.61
Itispossiblethat the group history makesthequalitative
analysis support this inference. Most of the members interviewed felt
thatthe group members would not break an importantconfidence,or
didn'tcare,orhad been in enough groups toknowthatcomplete
confidentialityin groups is impossible (as cited by Kottler (1982),
Slovenko (1977), Corey (1985), and Davis (1980)).
Hypothesis #3
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
controlgroups in their belief that the group leaderswillviolate
their ethical standards.
Boththestatistical and the quantitative data indicatedthat
boththeexperimental and control group membersbelievethatthe
groupfacilitators will uphold their ethical standards of confident-
iality.
Hypothesis #4
There will be no significant difference between experimental and
controlgroupsin their belief that confidentialityfostersself-
disclosures.
Thestatisticaldataindicatethat thereisnodifference
between the control and experimental groups on this subject.
Thequalitative data indicates that the theory of confidential-
ity is believed but,in practice,respondents were more phlegmatic.
Again,this could be a result of the maturation effect of the groups
and their participants.62
Summary
To summarize, it would appear that the discussion of confidenti-
ality is important,especially early in the group's life, and parti-
cularly in a process group, such as this model. This is one here-and-
now topic on which a newly-formed group can focus.
Completeconfidentialityamong group members is generallynot
considered possible; however, there appears to be a general belief in
the confidentiality ethics of the group facilitators.
Confidentiality as a group norm appears to be believed necessary
for members to self-disclose in personal growth groups, but in actual
practice respondents experienced otherwise.
Recommendations for Further Study
Asa result of the findings in this exploratory study,several
areas for further research activity appear to be warranted.
The study could be replicated using diverse populations.
Self-disclosures could be narrowly defined or placed atvarious
levels by the researcher for further study about the level or type of
disclosure.
Studiesthatreport that confidentiality was established asa
normshouldconcisely state how this confidentialitycontractwas
obtained.
Group members could be asked if they want to have confidentiali-
tyasa norm rather than mandated,then the resultingeffectson
self-disclosures studied.63
Whenconfidentiality has been accepted as a group norm,levels
ofrisk involved in the self-disclosures by participantscouldbe
examined.
Moredemographic data could be collected on groupmembersand
facilitators,thenafterreplication of this study,theresults
analyzed to determine differences due to diverse backgrounds.
Self-disclosuresingroups where confidentialitywasanorm
couldbe measured in terms of whether the disclosure was negative or
positive.
Thisstudycould be replicated byvideo-tapingentiregroup
sessions,then having all sessions reviewed by the same person(s) to
determine the level or type of self-disclosures.
Ahistoricalreviewof how or why confidentialitybecamean
issue to be addressed among group members could be explored.
When confidentiality has not been discussed, self-disclosures in
groupscouldbe examined to determine if thedisclosurewasmade
because the member believed what was said would remain confidential.
Self-disclosurescould be examined to determine theperception
of the level of risk involved by the person disclosing.This percep-
tion must be recognized as being highly subjective.
Implications of This Study
Thepurposeof this study was to describe group membersatti-
tudes and opinions towards self-disclosure and confidentialityafter
groupfacilitators attempted to initiate confidentiality as agroup
norm.A peripheral issue was to examine the group members' attitudes64
towardsthe ethical standards of the facilitators.The goal wasto
determineif a leader-induced norm of confidentiality affected self-
disclosurebetweenparticipants of personalgrowthgroups. This
study used the process group model.
There appeared to be a strong belief that the groupfacilitator
wouldnotviolate the ethical standards stated at the beginningof
the initial group session.This would indicate that it isimportant
for group leaders to clearly state their ethical standards.By doing
so,anyambiguity about the relationship between the leader and the
group members is removed and it very likely facilitatesself-disclo-
sures.Theperson whom the member fears most about repeatingsome-
thingoutside of the group is often the leader,especially ifthat
leaderisin a position to impact on the person'sprofessionalor
personal life.
Thequantitative data indicated that having confidentialty as a
groupnormdid not significantlyaffectmemberself-disclosures;
however,thequalitativedatarevealed otherwise. Anumberof
reasons could exist for this difference:The interviews didn't start
untilafter the fourth session. At this point some maturationhad
takenplaceand the respondents might have been more awareofthe
nature of the research and wanted to be supportive of the purposeof
thestudy: Depending on the particular session,the person inter-
viewedmighthave felt that had confidentiality beenanorm,the
sessionmight have been more productive.This opinionparticularly
was expressed by the group facilitators after they experienced a less
than "satisfactory" session: Confidentiality is a theoreticalbase65
inmost of the counseling literature and the respondents mighthave
beenresponding from that theory base rather than from their empiri-
cal background.This is an area for which is difficult to compensate
instudiessuch as this. Respondents to surveyssimilartothe
instrumentsin this study will answer depending on their mood at the
time of taking the survey;however,when confronted in person, they
frequentlywilllapse into the "school solution"anddiscussthe
philosophical or theoretical aspects of the posed question.
Theverynatureof what is confidential and what isaself-
disclosureis subjective even when a definition isprovided.Until
some attempt is made to quantify these terms, the best measurement of
whetheraself-disclosure occurred is by the person doing thedis-
closing.The next best measurement is the professional evaluation by
thefacilitator. At issue is whether the disclosure promotesper-
sonalgrowth and whether confidentiality as a group norm facilitates
a group member's ability to self-disclose.The results of this study
suggest that a leader-induced norm of confidentiality does not signi-
ficantlyaffectself-disclosures between participantsinpersonal
growth groups.
Anotherdimensionofself-disclosures is the amountofrisk
involved in making the disclosing remark.The payoff for takingthe
riskhas to be examined by the person disclosing. Closelyaligned
withthisisthe trust that the person who discloses hasforthe
group.Possibly the reason that the quantitative data revealedthat
therewas no difference between the control and experimentalgroups
in their ability to self-disclose was because through maturation, the66
group members trusted each other. Another aspect of this maturation
processis that the members also knew how much they could riskdis-
closing.
Theimplicationsof this appear to be that many groupmembers
will self-disclose at a level that they are comfortable with, whether
ornotconfidentiality has been introduced as agroupnorm. One
reasonforcontinuing to introduce confidentialityasapossible
group norm is to ally those members who either have had no experience
orapainfulgroupexperience with thosememberswhohavehad
previousgroupexperience and can easily self-disclose. Asecond
reasonisto expose group members in a group thatdealswiththe
here-and-now,a here-and-now topic to discuss.Some caution must be
exercisedby the facilitator in attempting to introduce this norm as
it could raise some qualms in group members.
Finally,groupparticipants must be made aware that nomatter
whatmeans are taken to assure confidentiality among groupmembers,
absoluteconfidentialityisnot likelytoexist. Theultimate
responsibilityforself-disclosing and for keepingothermembers'
disclosures confidential remain with the individual group member.67
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APPENDIX B
MENUCHA PROCESS GROUP CO-FACILITATOR INSTRUCTIONS
I. Inorderto have minimal external variables within andamonggroups,
thesearesomeofthe standard roles that all leadersarerequestedto
follow:
a.Groupmembers sit in a circle with group leaders in the same circle.
To maximize your process observation, sit across from your co-facilitator.
b.Groups start and end on time.
c.Groupleadersallhave materials to take notes. Itisstrongly
recommended that you take notes rather than rely on your memory.Thiswill
enable you to report on process as it happened, not as you might evaluate it.
d.Duringyour in-group processing,content may be discussed, but only
toprovidea framework to discuss the group's process. Effective atthis
time is to say who said/did what,but in a non-evaluative manner.Attached
isa copy of Hansen's "What to Look for in Groups",a good article togive
you some ideas of what to observe,especially if this is your firstprocess
group. Decide in advance who will look for what so you can each report pro-
cess.
e.During public fishbowl sessions, process only is discussed:no names
or anything that might compromise your ethical standards that you read at the
beginning of your group's life.
f.Beforeyourfirst meeting,I'll have an envelope for you withthe
leadersstatement to the group. Do not discuss with other facilitatorsif
you are a control or experimental group.You will be randomly selected.
g. This is basically a deprivation model for leaders as you get little/
nointeraction with your group. It will be easy to get enticed intotheir
group, but that isn't the function of this model.
2.Bev's Research:
a.Atthe end of the first session,before you leave,please give the
Group Member Surveys to them, complete the Leader Survey form and collect all
the surveys. They should take about five minutes to complete.Participants
will place them in sealed envelopes before handing them to you.
b.I will have more research surveys for leaders only when we meet, just
priorto driving to Menucha. Everyone will complete a survey at the end of
the last small group session at Menucha. I shall also be gathering qualita-
tive data from you and the participants during and after Menucha. The topic
of my research will be discussed after Menucha as premature disclosurewould
renderallmystudy invalid. So even if you know or suspectwhat Iam
lookingfor,please keep this to yourself. This research has been coordi-
nated with the Research on Human Subjects Office,is of minimal, if any risk
to participants. The participants were briefed in class about this research
andthedata gathered will provide informationtofuturecounselor/group
leaders.
c.Michaele,Marthaand I will be doing "blind" research;we will not
knowwhich groups are experimental and will enter the groups after youhave
started and leave before you do your processing. We will each observe sepa-
rate groups; so at any time, three groups will be observed.
3.By following the above guidelines, we will be able to provide maximum ex-
posureto all participants of the process model of group development andan
importantfactor for me will be tightly controlled groups that willprovide
me with good data for my research.For that I thank you.
4.Ifyou have any questions,call me at 997-6931 or talk to me before the
first meeting which will be in Ed. 217 at 1:30, January 28th at WOSC.APPENDIX C
GROUP MEMBER SURVEY#1
INSTRUCTIONS
This survey will be seen by the researcher only.For research purposes,
please indicate your age, gender and last four digits of your social security
numbersas indicated below.When you have completed your survey,place in
theattachedenvelope,seal it and write your name on the outsideofthe
envelope. Iwillbe contacting some of you personally for myqualitative
analysis. You are free not to participate if you desire,but your coopera-
tionwill add to the current knowledge about groups and will benefit youin
yourfuture work.You will all be informed about the nature of thesurvey
after the final session at Menucha.
AGE SEX LAST 4 DIGITS SOCIAL SECURITY #
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Pleaserespondto each statement according to yourpresentbeliefor
attitude about the group session just completed.The entire inventory should
not take more than five minutes to complete.Please do not omit any item.
Circle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
STATEMENT:
I. I trustmy group leader (s) not to disclose
anything about me to anyone outside the group. SAANDSD
2. I frequently expressed my feelings in my group. SAANDSD
3. It makes no difference to me if what I said in the
group is discussed outside of the group meeting. SAANDSD
4. I would behave differently in my group if I
thought that what I said would not be repeated SAANDSD
outside the group.
5. I would be naive if I believed that our group
leaders won't disclose some of the personal SAANDSD
things that happened in my group.
6. I discussed my private thoughts and feelings far
more than I do with casual acquaintances. SAANDSD
7. People can't keep secrets even though they
may promise otherwise. SAANDSD
8. I believed that what I said would be kept
confidential so I revealed things about myself
soon after we started.
SAANDSDCircle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
9. My group leader clearly stated ethical standards
concerning leader responsibilities towards my
group.
10.I am sure that some of my group's members will
discuss some personal things that happened in
this group.
11.I didn't share what I was thinking or feeling.
12.I don't believe that group members revealed much
about themselves.
13.I believe that the group leader (s) will only
discuss the group's process and not the content
to others.
14.I revealed many things about myself.
15.I believe that what we do in this group will
not be repeated to others.
16.My group leader (s) will not be able to keep
his/her ethical standards of confidentiality.
17.I feel confident that group members won't discuss
me outside of the group.
18.I was sure that what I said would not be
discussed outside of the group so I dis-
closed many personal things about myself.
19.I believe that my group leader (s) will not
personally identify anyone in this group
to others outside the group.
20.Many group members revealed very personal
things about themselves.
21.I said things about myself in this group
that I've only shared with very close
friends or family.
22.I believe that my group leader (s) will not
violate the ethical standards stated in the
beginning of the group.
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SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAAN0SD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSDCircle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
23.I didn't share many personal things about myself
as I don't trust all the group members not to
repeat them outside of the group.
24.I didn't discuss anything personal about
myself.
25.I thought that no-one would talk about me
outside the group so I revealed important
aspects about myself.
26.Members of this group are not likely
to keep a secret.
27.It seemed to me that people shared their
thoughts and feelings very soon after we
met as a group.
28.Keeping personal information secret about
group members is important to me.
29.I didn't self-disclose in this group.
30.Confidentiality was never discussed in my
group except by my group leader.
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SAANDSD
SAAN0SD
SAAN0SD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAANDSD
SAAN0SD
SAANDSDAPPENDIX D
FINAL GROUP SURVEY
INSTRUCTIONS
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Thissurveywill be seen by the researcher only. Forresearchpurposes,
pleaseindicateyour age,gender and the last four digits of yoursocial
securitynumber in the space below. Complete this survey before youleave
this session,place it in the attached envelope,seal and sign your name on
the outside of the envelope.Your group leader will collect them.I will be
contactingsomeofyou for my qualitative analysis;you are freenotto
participate; however,your participation will add to thecurrentknowledge
about groups and counseling.
I will discuss the nature of this research at the final session at Menucha.
AGE SEX LAST 4 SOCIAL SECURITY DIGITS
Thefollowingaredefinitions of Self-disclosure andConfidentialityfor
purposes of this survey.
SELF-DISCLOSURE. Revealingto other people some personal informationthat
theywouldbe unlikely to acquire unless the person himselfdisclosesit.
Thisinformationis usually regarded as personally private orintimateso
thatit is not something that an individual would disclose toeveryonewho
might inquire about it.
CONFIDENTIALITYreferstotheboundaries (ornorms)surroundingshared
secrets and to the process of guarding these boundaries.
Please respond to the following statements according to your currentbeliefs
or attitudes about all the process-group sessions that you have been in since
your first OSU or WOSC group meeting with your leaders.
Theentire inventory will take 8 to 10 minutes to complete. PLEASE DONOT
OMIT ANY ITEM.
Circle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
1.I revealed many things about myself. SAA N D SD
2.I learned much about myself because I thought that
what I said wouldn't be repeated outside of the SA A N DSD
group.
3 I believe that my group leader(s) will not violate
the ethical standards stated in the beginning of SAA N D SD
the group.Circle appropriate response:SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
4.Even when people promise not to reveal a secret,
they usually do. SA
5.I was discreet about what I chose to discuss
about the group to others outside the group. SA
6.I frequently expressed my feelings in my group. SA
7.Confidentiality is an important norm to enable
me to self-disclose. SA
8.I believe that the group leader(s) will only
discuss the group's process and not the content SA
to others.
9.People can't keep secrets even though they may
promise otherwise. SA
10.Someday, a group member will discuss some
personal things that were discussed in this SA
group.
11.I was sure that what I said would not be
discussed outside of the group so I disclosed SA
many personal things about myself.
12.Self-disclosure can't happen unless people
believe that everything said will be kept SA
secret.
13.My group leader clearly stated ethical
standards concerning leader responsibilities SA
towards my group.
14.If I believed that confidentiality was a group
norm,I would have self-disclosed more often. SA
15.I discussed something personal about a
group member outside the group setting. SA
16.I didn't self-disclose in this group. SA
17.I think more members of my group would have
self-disclosed if they had believed that SA
what they revealed would remain confidential.
18.I believe that our norm of confidentiality
will not be violated. SA
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A N D SD
A N DSD
AN DSD
A N D SD
A N 0SD
A N 0 SD
A N D SD
A N DSD
A N DSD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A ND SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SDCircle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
19.I trust my group leader(s) not to disclose
anything about me to anyone outside the group. SA
20.I didn't discuss anything personal about myself. SA
21.Many group members revealed very personal things
about themselves. SA
22.Without some discussion of confidentiality,
self-disclosure is not likely to happen. SA
23.If group members discuss what happened in this
group,I am certain that they will not use SA
names or identify the members in any way.
24.In my opinion, group members self-disclosed
because they believed that what they said SA
would remain confidential.
25.Revealing deep personal thoughts and feelings
can't happen unless group members believe that SA
everything said will be kept secret.
26.I heard the group leader discuss a group
member by name outside the group setting.
27.If self-disclosure is to occur in a group,
confidentiality must be a group norm.
28.We never decided to have confidentiality
as a group norm.
29.I discussed my private thoughts and feelings
far more than I do with casual acquaintances.
30.Being able to self-disclose in a confidential
atmosphere is important to me.
31.I believe that my group leader(s) will not
personally identify anyone in this group to
others outside the group.
32.I didn't share many personal things about
myself asI don't trust all the group members
not to repeat them outside of the group.
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
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A N D SD
A N D SD
A N DSD
A N D SD
A N DSD
A N DSD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A ND SD
A N D SD
A N D SDCircle appropriate response: SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
33.I thought that no-one would talk about me
outside the group so I revealed important SA
aspects about myself.
34.We didn't discuss confidentiality but it
didn't matter to me as I self-disclosed anyway. SA
35.I believe that what we do in this group will
not be repeated to others. SA
36.I would be naive if I believed that our group
leaders won't disclose some of the personal SA
things that happened in my group.
37.I don't believe that confidentiality is
important for people to disclose personal SA
things about themselves.
38.It made no difference to me if what I said
in the group is discussed outside of the SA
group meeting.
39.I believed that what I said would be kept
confidential so I revealed things about myself SA
soon after we started.
40.I seldom self-disclose unless I believe that
what I tell will be kept confidential. SA
41.I feel confident that group members won't
discuss me outside of the group. SA
42.Confidentiality is an important issue for
me asI won't reveal important, personal SA
things about myself unless I am sure they
won't be repeated.
43.I didn't share what I was thinking or feeling. SA
44.Keeping personal information secret about
group members is important to me. SA
45.I believe people when they tell me they will
keep a confidence. SA
46.My group leader(s) will not be able to keep
his/her ethical standards of confidentiality. SA
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A NDSD
A N D SD
A N0 SD
A N DSD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
AN D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SD
A N D SDCircle appropriate response:SA if you strongly agree
A if you agree
N if you have no opinion
D if you disagree
SD if you strongly disagree
47.I self-disclosed only because I believed that
what I said would remain confidential.
48.It seemed to me that people shared their
thoughts and feelings very soon after
we met as a group.
49.I would have self-disclosed had I believed
that this group wouldn't repeat what I said
outside of the group.
50.I don't believe that group members revealed
much about themselves.
51.Members of this group are not likely to
keep a secret.
52.I said things about myself in this group
that I've shared only with very close
friends or family.
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SAA N D SD
SAA N DSD
SAA N D SD
SAA N DSD
SAA N DSD
SAA N DSD
53.I heard a group member talk about our
group outside the group setting with SAA N DSD
another group member
54.If I believed that confidentiality was a
group norm,I would self-disclose more often. SAA N D SD
55.Confidentiality was never discussed in
my group except by my group leader. SAA N D SD
56.I won't talk about what happened in this
group outside the group meetings. SAA N D SD
57.I was never certain that what I said in the
group would remain confidential so I SAA N D SD
seldom self-disclosed.
58.I am sure that some of my group's members
will discuss some personal things that SA A N 0 SD
happened in this group.
59.I didn't self-disclose because I didn't
think the group members could keep my secrets. SAA N D SD
60.I would behave differently in my group if I
thought that what I said would not be SA A N D SD
repeated outside the group.82
APPENDIX E
FIRST SESSION FACILITATOR SURVEY
Last four social security number digits . Please complete
thissurveyatthe end of your first session while the groupmembersare
completing their surveys. Please do not share your responses with yourco-
facilitator.
When you are finished,place your survey in the attached envelope,seal
itand place your name on the outside. Please collect the survey envelopes
fromthegroupmembers.They should not take more thanfiveminutesto
complete them.
Respondasindicatedby each statement or circleyesorno. These
statements pertain to your attitudes or opinions about the group session just
completed.
1. I or my co-facilitator read The Ethical Standards for Group Leaders
Statement. YesNo
2. No-one questioned this ethical standards statement.Yes No
3. In my opinion members in the group self-disclosed.Yes No
4. If yes to the above, this disclosure took place minutes after
the group started.
5. In my opinion, (number) group members self-disclosed.
6. How may self-disclosing remarks did you hear? (number)
7. In my opinion, at least (number) of self-disclosures were
"deep" for a group at this stage in development.
8. I or my co-facilitator initiated a discussion of establishing confiden-
tiality as a group norm. Yes No
9. If yes, length of time this discussion lasted
10.The group initiated a discussion about confidentiality.Yes No
11.This discussion took place minutes after the group started.
12.This discussion lasted minutes.
13.The group formally (by consensus) or informally adoptedconfidentiality
as a group norm. Yes NoAPPENDIX F
FACILITATOR SURVEY
SESSION # LAST FOUR SOC SEC #
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Please complete this survey immediately after your session has ended, place in
the envelope and return to the researcher.Do not share your responses with
your co-facilitator.Some of you may be contacted for additional information
for qualitative research.Your responses will remain confidential.
Using the following definition of self-disclosure, respond to the following
statements by circling or writing in the appropriate response.
SELF-DISCLOSURE IS REVEALING TO OTHER PEOPLE SOME PERSONAL INFORMATION THAT
THEY WOULD BE UNLIKELY TO ACQUIRE UNLESS THE PERSON HER/HIMSELF DISCLOSES IT.
THIS INFORMATION FREQUENTLY INVOLVES SOME RISK TAKING AND IS USUALLY REGARDED
AS PERSONALLY PRIVATE OR INTIMATE SO THAT IT IS NOT SOMETHING THAT AN
INDIVIDUAL WOULD DISCLOSE TO EVERYONE WHO MIGHT ASK.
These statements pertain to your attitudes and or opinions about the group
session just completed.
1.Members of the group self-disclosed. Yes No
2.If yes, the first self-disclosure occurred minutes after the group
started.
3.Approximately (number) group members self-disclosed.
4.Total self-disclosures during entire session. (number)
5.At least (number) self-disclosures were "deep" for this group
considering the number of times we've met.
6.The group discussed confidentiality. Yes No
7.If yes, this discussion took minutes.
8.Confidentiality was a stated issue in this group. Yes No
9.Confidentiality was an unstated issue in this group. Yes No
10.Group member(s) stated that they had discussed the group and/or its
members outside of the group setting. Yes No
11.Group members stated or inferred that they believed that they were
discussed outside of the group setting. Yes No
12.Confidentiality was observed by all group members. Yes No
13.Confidentiality as a group norm was established/re-established.Yes No
14.Group members would self-disclose more if they believed that what they
said would not be repeated outside of the group setting. Yes No
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!84
APPENDIX G
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
Thisisa blind and random research study,meaning that we donot
knowwhich are the treated or control groups,nor do you knowwhat
specific treatment the groups will have received.
Theseare some general guidelines we will follow.These groupsare
meetingone time before the Menucha experience and each memberwill
completea survey at the end of that meeting.You are to enterthe
group after it has been in session for thirty minutes then leave when
thefacilitatorsare about to conduct theirprocessobservations.
Please wait outside the room until they are through to be sure to get
thelargebrownenvelopecontainingthewhiteenvelopes (the
completed surveys). Do not open them: bring them to Menucha with you.
Note if anyone was absent.
Inaddition to information in Hansen's "What to Look For InGroups"
andNTL's"ACloserLook at the RoleofGroupObserver"(both
attached)weshall be looking for the following in ALL smallgroup
meetings:
Confidentiality discussions.
-Self-disclosure discussions.
-Any self-disclosures?How many?How deep? As we discussed, look at
risk involved in the disclosure.
Content of self-disclosures.
We'll meet immediately after each meeting at Menucha to discussyour
findingsas well as do some qualitative research.Be sure thatyou
arenotinvolved with your supervision group members during anyof
this process, nor will anyone be identified by name.
Do not discuss or reveal which groups you believe are the treatedor
controlgroups.We'lldiscussthis after thefourthsessionat
Menucha.
If you have any ideas,observations, opinions, perceptions...ANYTHING,
pleaseshare them with me.I appreciate your assistance and Ihope
thiswill be a good learning experience for you, You will be well-
trained process observers by the end of Menucha!85
APPENDIX H
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
LAST FOUR DIGITS OF PERSON'S SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
DID PERSON SELF-DISCLOSE IN GROUP?
AT WHAT LEVEL?USE RISK AS THE BAROMETER FOR THIS, HIGH RISK, LOW
RISK OR IN THE MIDDLE?
IF NO SELF-DISCLOSURE, WHAT STOPPED PERSON FROM THIS?
WHAT WOULD MAKE IT MORE FACILITATIVE FOR SELF-DISCLOSURE TO OCCUR?
ARE GROUP MEMBERS TRUSTED TO KEEP A CONFIDENCE?
ARE GROUP LEADERS TRUSTED TO KEEP A CONFIDENCE?
DID HIS/HER GROUP EVER DISCUSS CONFIDENTIALITY?
WAS THIS AN IMPORTANT PART OF BEING ABLE TO SELF-DISCLOSE?
Use the above questions as general focus for your qualitative survey.
Do not push confidentiality as a norm.Do not make any evaluative
remarks about the above questions or why you are doing the survey
(other than it is what you are doing at Menucha).Be sure not to
talk to anyone in the groups that you observe or any one that you
supervise.
Finally, assure the person that his/her responses may be quoted but
will not be identified by name.86
APPENDIX I
FACILITATOR STATEMENT TO GROUP
Introduction: Your name and co-facilitator's name. You might want toadd
your status in the Counseling program.
This statement, to be read verbatim will start your first session.
"This will be a process group.That means that as group members you all are
responsible for what goes on in your group, its direction, goals, norms, etc.
Our roles are to observe your process,then at the end of each session, tell
you, in a non-evaluative manner, what processes we saw going on in the group.
Eachtime we might look for different themes,time spent on topics,who is
doingwhat etc. We will take notes so that we will be able to give youan
accurate report of what we see...these notes are available for anyone inthe
group to look at.At the end of each session in Menucha, we will be having a
process de-briefing and all participants can attend as on your schedule. At
that time,all the facilitators will report on their process observation, no
personalnames will be mentioned or even inferred. This process debriefing
is another part of the learning experience.
Our other purpose as facilitators is to intervene if we think that someone is
hurting and the group isn't able to handle the situation.
We'll stop you ten minutes before our time is up so that we can give youour
process observation.
We are committed to stopping and starting on time.
Alsoinvolved will be Bev Brown,Michaele and Martha.They alsowillbe
processobservors as well as doing the research that Bev discussed withyou
inclass last week. Their plan is to stay in one group for an entireses-
sion,thenobserve another group during their next session.All theyob-
servedandthe data they collect will not be reported to any of thestaff,
but will be for research purposes only.
The following are adapted from the Association for Specialists in GroupWork
ethical standards which I and (Co-facilitator) subscribe to: (read verbatim).
"As group leaders, it is our ethical responsibility not to reveal anything of
apersonal nature about this group's members,unless otherwise dictatedby
law. Forexample,members who might physically harm themselves orothers
will not be covered by this standard of confidentiality.
More specifically,both of us are committed to treat everything that happens
duringthese group meetings as confidential. During our fish-bowl sessions
at Menucha, names or persons will not be identified."
If you have no questions about what I've said,let's move on with thefirst
session.87
APPENDIX J
TREATED GROUP STATEMENT
Additionalnotesto leaders AFTER reading your group leaderstate-
ments and ethical standards to your group.
PLEASE READ VERBATIM:
"CONFIDENTIALITY IS AN ISSUE IN MANY GROWTH GROUPS, AND RESEARCH
INDICATES THAT MEMBERS WON'T SELF-DISCLOSE UNLESS CONFIDENTIALITY HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED AS A GROUP NORM. WE'D LIKE YOU TO SPEND SOME TIME AS
A GROUP NOW, DISCUSSING THIS TOPIC. YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOOK AT HOW YOU
WANT TO TREAT CONFIDENTIALITY, WHAT CAN OR CAN'T BE DISCLOSED OUTSIDE
OF THE GROUP OR ANY OTHER PARAMETERS. CONSENSUS IS IMPORTANT IN THIS
NORM MAKING".
Note to Leader, if they can't get this off the ground give them more
encouragement ( you might ask what is getting in their way, or
whatever facilitative remark that would help them move towards
establishing this norm) before going into your role as a process
observor. Do not spend more than TWENTY minutes in providing any
interventions to assist them in this process.At the end of twenty
minutes, you can tell them that you are turning the group over to
them and that they are responsible for establishing this norm. Please
note how long this discussion on confidentiality lasted.
REMIND THEM AT THE END OF EACH SESSION OF THEIR COMMITMENT TO
CONFIDENTIALITY (if this was a norm that they established).88
APPENDIX K
CONTROL GROUP GUIDELINES
Additional notes to leaders AFTER reading your group leader
statements and ethical standards to your group.
At this point, you are to get into your role of process observers and
not respond to any more questions unless they concern logistical or
administrative details.Your group possibly will not have any
direction, so they will be looking to you both for some guidance.
This is NOT the purpose of a Process Group.They might be asking
many questions to keep them away from getting their group moving.A
good response to any requests for direction, goals, general
questions, etc., is that you are there to observe and report to them
on their group process.If you are involved in content, then that
not only takes the responsibility of the group away from them, it
also adds you as another dimension into the group thereby making you
a part of their process which is not the type of learning that this
process group should be involved in.